SOLUTION BRIEF

Starburst Data Virtualization
Delivering data virtualization and federation at enterprise scale

The data warehouse
The centralized data warehouse emerged as the
superior choice for enterprise analytics for the vast
majority of use cases. While it required substantial
effort to build and manage data pipelines and ETL jobs,
having your data in a standard schema in an analytics
optimized system has delivered incredible analytics
capabilities never before possible.
However today, the data sprawl within organizations has
only continued to accelerate. The explosion of data has
been accompanied by the advent of the cloud and global
data sovereignty and data residency requirements.
While the enterprise data warehouse can deliver many
use cases, actually obtaining a single-source-of-truth
has been a myth that has yet to be realized.
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Data virtualization
10+ years ago this data sprawl within organizations and across various non-uniform systems brought rise
to a new concept, data virtualization. Database federation and/or database virtualization was billed as
the silver bullet that could alleviate much of the pain associated with data sprawl. Imagine a single point
of access through which all data across the enterprise could be queried and managed! How great life
would be!
Unfortunately, the early data federation systems never entirely lived up to their promise. It turned out
that building them was much harder than anybody expected. Here are the primary reasons why:
• Primarily push processing to the underlying data source
• Limited native capacity for processing returned data, due to lack of MPP capability
• Core architecture creates bottlenecks and inhibits ability to deliver federation use cases at scale
• Lack of native connectivity to data lakes and object storage
• Network limitations were a major limiting factor to performance
• Use of shared-memory multiprocessing architecture, especially for data lakes
These challenges were ultimately too complex to overcome and data virtualization has remained a niche
option for two decades.

Data virtualization evolved with Starburst
The paradigm of disaggregating storage from compute is an enormous game changer for query
federation and data virtualization as well as the rapid maturity of network throughput. Almost all of the
previous challenges when implementing data federation systems are based on the assumption that a
query needs to be pushed to the data. For some sources, like RDBMS, this often improves performance.
For other sources, especially data lakes and object storage, there's no reliable engine to push queries
down to.
Instead, Starburst brings your data to the query, no matter the source. Starburst simply extracts the
data from the underlying system(s) and performs the vast majority of the query processing and joins
within our MPP compute platform. This enables Starburst to deliver on the original promise of data
federation with a new, evolved architecture, while still taking advantage of pushdown capabilities when
beneficial.
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In addition, it’s not our belief that it’s the data warehouse vs data federation. They are complementary
to one another. Both offer benefits the other does not, and we’re seeing customers thoughtfully think
through their analytics use cases and choosing the architecture that delivers the best
cost-for-performance back to the business.
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Starburst vs Legacy Data Virtualization
Legacy data visualization vendors paved the way for the data federation industry. Like many Gen1
solutions however, they were built decades ago with architectures not designed to scale to the
amount of data, performance, and concurrency required to deliver true data federation in today’s
enterprises.

Challenges with legacy data virtualization:
• Creates more vendor lock in
• Must leverage MPP engines (Spark, Hive, Impala, Trino) for high performance data lake queries
• Federation servers create performance and concurrency bottlenecks
• Requires integration for fast parallel execution against data lakes

Advantages with Starburst:
• 10 - 100x faster query performance over other MPP engines
• 1/3rd the compute resources vs Hive, Spark & Impala
• Zero reliance on source data systems to perform joins but have the flexibility to pushdown
where it makes sense to optimize performance
• ANSI SQL standard no matter where the data originates
• Proven at 1000+ node and 100+PB scale
• Performant ground to cloud, multi-cloud, and multi-region analytics on data lakes with
Starburst Stargate
• No vendor lock-in to underlying data sources. Provides storage optionality
Today, as the data mesh approach to managing data within an organization continues to take off,
where the emphasis has shifted towards allowing for more agility with respect to data management and
eliminating centralized data management, data warehousing is going out of style, and data is becoming
even more distributed across an organization. The need for federated data management is now present
more than ever.
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